Author Workshop on
“Research Metrics and How to Choose the Right Journals to Read and Publish”

About the Event:

The University Library, Anna University jointly with Elsevier organising a Author Workshop on “Research Metrics and How to Choose the Right Journals to Read and Publish”. The workshop will help the researcher to gain insight into the types of academic publications available, the processes involved in getting their work published and the expectations that editors have from authors and their work. Researcher will gain an in-depth knowledge of how to pitch & position their papers and identify niche publications best suited to meet their needs.

Topics

- Research metrics
- How to choose the right journals to read and publish
- Fundamentals of publishing with quality journals

Resource Person: Vishal Gupta, Senior Customer Consultant, Elsevier

Event Information

- April 1, 2022, 10:00 AM – 1:30 PM
- TAG Auditorium, CEG, Anna University, Chennai - 25
- Selection based on merit

REGISTRATION

Kindly register for participation using the link: https://forms.gle/MKgHRgNvYuSKehR58

Coordinator:
Dr.S.Bharanidharan, Computer Scientist,
University Library, Anna University, Chennai -25

Contact Us:
E-Mail: aulibrary5@gmail.com
Mobile: 9940557919